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 The standart power faktor (Cos  ) set  by PLN for customers which uses
large power faktor is 0,85. If power factor  (Cos  ) is blow 0,85 then the reactive
power will be measured and taken into account in determining the amount of the
bill paid. The power factor (Cos  ) which received by RSUD dr. Zainoel Abidin
is quite low at 0,8, so thet it is not enough the power faktor (Cos  ) requirements
set by PLN. So RSUD dr. Zainoel Abidin must pay the reactive power. The large
number of electrical equipment such as electromedics and other electrical devices
that are inductive causes increated reactive power. There for RSUD dr. Zainoel
Abidin uses capasitor bank which can correct the power factor (Cos  ). RSUD dr.
Zainoel Abidin set the standard value of power faktor (Cos  ) 0,95, so there is no
need to pay for reactive power (kVARh) to the PLN. With capasitor bank at
RSUD dr. Zainoel Abidin it can suppress reactive power,  so that it can maximize
avaiblable power usage, reduce overload and reduce losses on the power line.
Capasitor bank at RSUD dr. Zainoel Abidin has capacity 3x500 kVAR with 12
steps for each panel. Improving the power faktor, it can maintain the quality of
health services at RSUD dr. Zainoel Abidin
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